PRESS RELEASE
MONACO HLT by OZ
strong and lightweight, made for SUVs and big sedans
OZ presents MONACO HLT and completes its line of wheels designed for the growing world of SUVs and big sedans.
MONACO HLT is the new 5 spoke wheel in the All Terrain family. Crafted to meet the needs of large sized vehicles
like SUVs and the more imposing sedans that call for substantial wheels but, since they are primarily driven on
paved roads, the weight factor is also a consideration.
For the first time, a wheel for this auto segment is being produced using HLT (HIGH LIGHT TECHNOLOGY)
technology, typically utilized to manufacture wheels for sportier cars.
Employing HLT technology for this kind of wheel makes it possible to significantly reduce the depth of the well, thus
increasing resistance, an essential feature with regard to vehicles of a certain size where the wheels are called up
on to sustain high level loads and stress.
Through optimization of manufacturing processes and its own particular design, the engineers at the OZ TECH
LAB were able to significantly reduce weight, below the average wheels for this type of car, while at the same time
ensuring a high load index (max load 950 kg per wheel).
Durability, flexible use, strength and reduced weight: these are the key words that describe the new MONACO HLT. All
qualities that contribute lightness of form and design and a noticeable improvement in handling on larger vehicles.
One piece wheel with 5 spoke design, MONACO HLT was crafted using special techniques, and technical and stylistic
solutions (borrowed from the racing world) that are the signature attributes of OZ wheels.
The main features include:
• 5 SPOKES with lateral embossing for a light, streamlined, but at the
same time compact, design;
• HLT (High Light Technology), the production process that makes it
possible to achieve mechanical characteristics similar to those of a
forged wheel, maximizing mechanical resistance to tension and
force, while at the same time reducing weight appreciably;
• “Bow Cut” effect on the flanges to cut weight and at the same
time give the design a more streamlined look;
• SUNKEN PCD: exclusive workmanship on the wheel hub,
near the holes circle, that allows for weight reduction by
intensifying its concavity and lending it a unique look.
• OZ ADAPTOR RING, thanks to this system, it’s possible to
replace the OZ center cap with the originals from the auto
manufacturer.
MONACO HLT comes in 19”, 20” and 22” diameters,
in Grigio Corsa finishing.
Like all OZ wheels, MONACO HLT wheels are TÜV certified.
Always ask your tire store for the certificate of approval for the
wheels you are buying; don’t pass on safety, it’s your right!
For more information go to www.ozracing.com
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